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1. This is a prosecution by the London Borough of Brent of the four above named
defendants, in relation to offences alleged to have occurred, in connection with a
private dwelling, 1 Napier Road, London, HAO 4UA. It is an accepted fact that on 21
July 2016, this property was in multiple occupation (HMO).
2. The Council were represented by Mr Robb. Mrs Harsha Shah and Ms Chandni
Shah were represented by Mr Oghoetuoma. Mr Sanjay Shah was represented by Mr
Pullman.
The Council Case.
3.1 am grateful to Mr Robb, for allowing me to reproduce his helpful opening note,
which sets out the offences, the legal background, the statutory defences and what the
Council sought to prove against the defendants.
"All four of the Defendants are charged with:
1 offence offailing to secure a license for the Property as required by s.61 of the
Housing Act 2004 ("the 2004 Act") contrary to s.72 (1);
and
separate offences relating to aspects of the management of the Property under s.
234(3) of the 2004 Act and various Regulations set out in the Management of Houses
of Multiple Occupation (England) Regulations 2006 ("the 2006 Regulations").
Mrs Harsha Shah is additionally charged with 9 separate offences of failing to
comply with various conditions attached to a "Selective License" to run an HMO,
contrary to s.95 (2) of the 2004 Act
Mr Sanjay Shah is additionally charged with the offence of aiding and abetting Mrs
Harsha Shah in relation to one of the breach of Selective License condition offences
alleged under s.95 (2).
The Council was initially alleging various offences in connection with the
management of the Property against both Property Hub Limited and one of its
managers, MrNehal Virani, under s.251 of the 2004 Act. These charges were
withdrawn on 7"" December 2016.
Pleas Entered
Mrs Harsha Shah, Ms Chandni Shah and Mr Sanjay Shah have all pleaded not guilty
to the various alleged offences.
A Defence Case Statement was received by the Council on 23^ March 2017 in
relation toMr Sanjay Shah.
No Defence Case Statement has been received by the Council in relation to either Mrs
Harsha Shah or Ms Chandni Shah.
On 8''^ December 2016, Mr Jaydipkumar Valand (J. Valand) pleaded guilty to all the
charges alleged against him and is currently awaiting sentencing.

Legal Background
S. 61 of the 2004 Act sets out the requirement that all HMOs must be licensed as
follows:
(1) Every HMO to which this Part applies must be licensed under this Part unlessa temporary exemption notice is in force in relation to it under section 62, or
an interim or final management order is in force in relation to it under Chapter 1 of
Part 4.
S. 254 of the 2004 Act defines an HMO as a property which has two or more
unrelated people living in it whilst sharing various "basic amenities" and with at
least one person paying rent.
S. 254 (8) defines the "basic amenities" required for an HMO as comprising:
(a) a toilet,
(b) personal washing facilities, or
(c) cooking facilities
The S. 72 (1) Offence
S. 72 (1) of the 2004 Act sets out the offence of failing to secure a license for an HMO
as follows:
(1) A person commits an offence if he is a person having control of or managing an
HMO which is required to be licensed under this Part (see section 61(1)) but is not so
licensed.
S. 263 provides a definition for a "person having control" of an HMO as follows:
(1) In this Act "person having control", in relation to premises, means (unless the
context otherwise requires) the person who receives the rack-rent of the premises
(whether on his own account or as agent or trustee of another person), or who would
so receive it if the premises were let at a rackrent.
S. 263 also provides a definition for a "person managing " an HMO:
(3) In this Act "person managing" means, in relation to premises, the person who,
being an owner or lessee of the premises(a) receives (whether directly or through an agent or trustee) rents or other payments
from(i) in the case of a house in multiple occupation, persons who are in occupation as
tenants
or licensees of parts of the premises; and
(ii) in the case of a house to which Part 3 applies (see section 79(2)), persons who are
in occupation as tenants or licensees ofparts of the premises, or of the whole of the
premises;
or
(b) would so receive those rents or other payments but for having entered into an
arrangement (whether in pursuance of a court order or otherwise) with another

person who is not an owner or lessee of the premises by virtue of which that other
person receives the rents or other payments;
and includes, where those rents or other payments are received through another
person as agent or trustee, that other person.
Under S. 72(6), a person convicted of an offence under S. 72(2) "is liable on summary
conviction to a fine".
The S. 234 and 2006 Regulations Office
S. 234 refers to the ability to pass management regulations in respect of HMOs as
follows:
The appropriate national authority may by regulations make provision for the
purpose of ensuring that, in respect of every house in multiple occupation of a
description specified in the regulations there are in place satisfactory management arrangements; and
satisfactory standards of management are observed
The regulations may, in particular Impose duties on the person managing the house in respect of the repair,
maintenance, cleanliness and good order of the house and facilities and equipment in
it;
S. 234 (3) sets out the following offence:
A person commits an offence if he fails to comply with a regulation under this section
By a statutory instrument made on 15' February 2006, the Government introduced
the Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation (England) Regulations 2006.
Under S. 234 (5), a person convicted of an offence under S. 234 (3) "is liable on
summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale"
The S. 95 (2) Offence
S. 80 sets out the provisions under which a local authority may require HMOs to
become the subject of a "Selective License":
(1) A local housing authority may designate either(a) the area of their district, or
(b) an area in their district,
as subject to selective licensing, if the requirements of subsections (2) and (9) are met.
S. 85 sets out the requirement that every HMO within designated areas be licensed:
(1) Every Part 3 house must be licensed under this Part unless(a) it is an HMO to which Part 2 applies (see section 55(2)), or
(b) a temporary exemption notice is in force in relation to it under section 86, or

(c) a management order is in force in relation to it under Chapter J or 2 of Part 4.
S. 95 provides for "Offences in relation to licensing of houses under this Part":
(2) A person commits an offence if(a) he is a license holder or a person on whom restrictions or obligations under a
license are imposed in accordance with section 90(6), and
(b) he fails to comply with any condition of the license.
Under S. 95(6), a person convicted under S. 95(2) is liable to a fine "not exceeding
level 5 on the standard scale".
Statutory Defences
S. 72 (5) sets out defences to the S. 72 offence as follows:
(5) In proceedings against a person for an offence under subsection (1), (2) or (3) it is
a defence that he had a reasonable excuse(a)for having control of or managing the house in the circumstances mentioned in
subsection (I), or
(b) for permitting the person to occupy the house, or
(c) for failing to comply with the condition,
as the case may be.
S. 234 (4) provides for a defence in relation to offences under S. 234 (3):
In proceedings against a person for an offence under subsection (3) it is a defence
that he had a reasonable excuse for not complying with the regulation.
S. 95 (4) provides for defences to offences alleged under S.95 (1) or (2) as follows:
(4) In proceedings against a person for an offence under subsection (I) or (2) it is a
defence that he had a reasonable excuse (a) for having control of or managing the house in the circumstances mentioned in
subsection (I), or
(b) for failing to comply with the condition as the case may be
Mrs Harsha Shah
The Council will seek to establish through the written and oral evidence that Mrs
Harsha Shah is guilty of the S. 72 (I) and S. 234 (3) offences as alleged since she was,
inter alia:
a "person having control" of and/ or a "person managing" the Property according
to the definition set out at S. 263 (I) of the 2004 Act as she received (with Ms
Chandni Shah) £2,900 in monthly rental payments made in respect of the Property;
the Land Registry identified freehold owner (with Ms Chandni Shah) of the Property
in the period of the alleged offences; and

the named landlord of the Property (with Ms Chandni Shah) on various tenancy and
other agreements and correspondence in relation to the Property.
The Council will seek to prove that Mrs Harsha Shah failed to comply with her
obligations under S. 72 to secure an appropriate license for the operation of the HMO
at the Property and that she failed to comply with Management Regulations relating
to the proper upkeep and safe running of the Property imposed via S. 234.
The Council will also seek to prove that Mrs Harsha Shah is guilty of the offences
alleged under S. 95 (2) since she failed to comply with various of the specified
Conditions attached to a "Selective License" for the Property which was granted by
the Council according to S. 80 and S. 85, when Mrs Harsha Shah was (a) the named
applicant (on 24''^ November 2014) for, and (b) the recipient (on 29"' December 2014)
of the "Selective License".
ChandniShah
The Council will seek to establish through the written and oral evidence that Ms
Chandni Shah is guilty of the S. 72 (1) and S. 234 (3) offences as alleged since she
was, inter alia:
a "person in control" of and/or a "person managing" the Property as she received
(with Mrs Harsha Shah) £2,900 in monthly rental payments made in respect of the
Property;
was the Land Registry identified freehold owner (with Mrs. Harsha Shah) of the
Property in the period of the offences; and
was the named landlord of the Property (with Mrs Harsha Shah) on various tenancy
and other documents in relation to the Property.
The Council will seek to prove that Ms Chandni Shah failed to comply with her
obligations under S. 72 to secure an appropriate license for the operation of the HMO
at the Property and that she failed to comply with Management Regulations relating
to the proper upkeep and safe running of the Property imposed via S. 234.
Mr Sanjay Shah
The Council will seek to establish through the written and oral evidence that Mr
Sanjay Shah is guilty of the S. 72 (1) and S. 234 (3) offences as alleged since he was a
"person managing" the Property and:
Is identified on various correspondence, invoices and receipts in connection with the
running of the Property and received deposit payment returns and other sums in
respect of the Property;
is identified as the first point of contact with day to day responsibility for all aspects
of the running of the Property by Mr Sachin Gupta from Property Hub Limited (an
agency which carried out various administrative functions such as organising tenancy
agreements in respect of the Property); and
is identified as being responsible for and carrying out the day to day management of
the Property in an interview under caution conducted by the Council with
Jaydipkumar Valand on 15''' September 2016.

The Council will seek to prove that Mr Sanjay Shah failed to comply with his
obligations under S. 72 to secure an appropriate license for the operation of the HMO
at the Property and that he failed to comply with Management Regulations relating to
the proper upkeep and safe running of the Property imposed via S. 234.
The Council will also seek to prove that, since he had a day to day management
function in respect of the Property,Mr Sanjay Shah committed an additional and
separate offence under S. 95 (2) since he either aided, abetted, counselled or
procured the failure by Mrs Marsha Shah to comply with Conditions imposed on the
grant of the "Selective License" which was issued by the Council on 29''^ December
2014.
Defences
It was apparent from the hearing into the Bad Character and Specific Disclosure
applications on 2r' April that all three Defendants accept that:
the Property was being run as an HMO without a license under S. 61;
the Property was being run in breach of the 2006 Management Regulations; and
the Property was being run in breach of the conditions imposed on the Selective
License
It was also apparent from the hearing on2f April (as well as Mr Sanjay Shah's
Defence Case Statement), that all three Defendants will seek to argue in their
defence:
that they were not responsible for the management of the Property;
that the Property was in fact managed on their behalf by Property Hub; and that the
reliance of the Defendants on Property Hub fulfilling its management role constitutes
a "reasonable excuse" in the circumstances for the various breaches that have taken
place in connection with the licensing and management of the Property.
The Council considers that the evidence clearly highlights the active ownership and
management role undertaken over the course of several years by Mrs Harsha and Ms
Chandni Shah. Nothing in the evidence provides support for the contention that, as
owners of the Property, Mrs Harsha and Ms Chandni Shah should be held to be
anything but directly responsible, as "persons in control" and or "persons
managing " the Property.
The Council considers that in relation to Mr Sanjay Shah, considerable evidence
exists as to an active management role being undertaken in respect of the Property.
There is no evidence to suggest that Property Hub were tasked by Mr Shah with
managing the Property for him and his relations such as to somehow remove Mr
Shah's own management functions. In fact the evidence indicates rather that Property
Hub were specifically tasked with carrying out a lesser administrative function in
respect of the Property for which a minimal annual fee of £500 was paid.
The "reasonable excuse" defence cannot succeed in relation to any of the charges or
as against either Harsha, Chandni or Sanjay Shah.
Council Witnesses

The Council will call the following witnesses to provide oral evidence in the course of
the trial:
Mr James Philip (Enforcement Officer within the Council's Private Housing Services
Department);
Mr Sachin Gupta (Manager of the Wembley Branch of Property Hub Limited);
Mr Jaydipkumar Valand (an associate ofSanjay Shah and a co Defendant to these
prosecution proceedings)
Mr Mahesh Quirticumar (a tenant at the Property between approximately June 2015
- July 2016); and
Mr Siddiqui Sufiyan Ahmed (Immigration Officer)
Other Evidence
The Council has provided the Defendants with copies of documentary evidence
contained in two separate A4 bundles.
This evidence consists of, inter alia:
general correspondence relating to the Property including
- letters,
- bank records, and
- invoices
between the various Defendants, the Council, Property Hub and other organisations;
tenancy agreements in respect of the Property;
various responses to requisitions for information made by the Council and provided
by tenants at the Property, Mrs Harsha Shah, and Property Hub;
the application for, and grant of the "Selective License" in respect of the Property
between November - December 2014; and
correspondence, photographs, layout plans and other records dealing with visits
made to the Property by Council officers and others in and after July 2016.
A hand written and typed out note of Mr Valand's interview made under caution with
James Philip which was referred to at the hearing on Friday and which has been
removed from the evidence bundle at the request of the Fourth Defendant."
4. On 21 April 2017,1 gave directions in relation to disclosure and non defendant bad
character applications which need not be particularized, for the purposes of this
decision.
The Substantive Hearing.
5.1 do not propose to provide a verbatim note of the evidence, but a summary of the
evidence I found to be pertinent.
Mr James Philip.
6. Mr Philip is an Enforcement Officer within Private Housing Services for die
Council and adopted his statement dated 4 October 2016. On 1 September 2014, a
complaint was received about overcrowding at 1 Napier Road (the property) and he

produced a record of a visit by a colleague on 9 September 2014, which showed his
colleague met an agent from Property Hub (HB) and some tenants, no offences were
apparent. Ex JP2. P17.
7. He produced an application for a selective license by Mrs Harsha Shah, stating that
the property had 7 habitable rooms and was occupied by 7 tenants, from the same
household. The application is made online and the link provides information on the
type of license that the applicant would need.
8. Ex JP4- License application form. PI9-25
Ex JP 4APrivate Rented Property License Application Guidance. P27-35
Ex JP 4B. General Property Licensing FAQs. P36-41
Ex JP. P44-46. This is the Land Registry search showing that Harsha and Chandni
Shah are the owners of the property.
9. A draft license was sent to Mrs Harsha Shah, Ex JP6 P48, together with a copy of
the selective license conditions, Ex JP6A P55-76, inviting any representations. None
were received and the final selective license was issued on 29 December 2014, Ex
JP6B p79-84.
10. At p57 of the licensing conditions in the bundle, by way of introduction to the
booklet, the following is set out:
"The conditions in this booklet are attached to every Selective License issued by the
London Borough of Brent.
It is the license holder's responsibility to ensure that the licensed property complies
with all the conditions set out in this booklet. Failure to do so, may lead to a
prosecution for breach of licensing conditions and imposing fines of up to £5000.
If the license holder is not the manager of the property, it is their responsibility to
ensure that the manager complies with all the conditions of the license."
11. Mr Philip said the council rely on the information provided by the applicant. No
agent was nominated in the application, if one had been, a copy of the license would
have been sent to them.
12. On 7 July 2016, the council received information from the UK Border Agency (Ex
JP 7 P84) that they went to the property on that date and described the conditions of
the HMO. The email stated that there were "4 to 5 bunk beds in each room. One of the
occupiers informed the officer that there were 4 rooms on the first floor with 4 to 5
bunks in each room. Occupiers are living in awful conditions. House is overcrowded
and there is only 2 bathrooms for 40 people." Also this was the third warrant, the
Agency had taken out in respect of this property.
13. As a result, on 21 July 2016, Mr Philip, together with colleagues and a film crew
from BBC news, went to the property at 6.00am. The purpose was to ascertain if any
offences had been committed under S72 or S234 of die Housing Act 2004.
14. The property was a semi detached house, built in the 1920's with a single storey
extension to the rear and a lean to shed in the back garden. There were 7 bedrooms on
the ground floor and 4 bedrooms on die first floor. There was one kitchen on the
ground floor and a bathroomAVC on the ground and first floor.

15. The selective license permitted 5 persons and 3 households. Details were taken
from 20 tenants seen during the visit. They provided answers to questionnaires Ex's
JPl 1-13, they stated, in summary, that there were 24 or more tenants, paying between
£40 and £75 per week rent, and some had paid a deposit. In particular, Mr Mahesh
Quirticumar said that he had been in the property for one year, paid £200 per month
rent and a £180 deposit. He shared his room with 3 other people but did not know
their names. He said the landlord is aware that the property is shared, he has not been
given notice to quit, did not know if the property had a license, shares the property
with 25 people now and is not related to any of them (Ex JP 12 F P102.)
16. In die lean to shed in the garden, accessible only via the rear ground floor garden
door, was a tenant, Kanta Patel, who stated that she had moved in 4 days ago and
shared the amenities with many other people (Ex JP13P131).
17. Mr Philip noted numerous breaches of the Management of Houses in Multiple
Occupation (England) Regulations 2006. Namely
a. Manager's details not available to the occupiers and not displayed on the property.
b. A failure to ensure that all means of escape from fire were free from obstruction.
c. Smoke detector on ground floor common part was missing.
d. Smoke detector on first floor was not in working order.
e. No notice showing location for means of escape from a fire anywhere in the
property.
f. Failed to take all such measures as are reasonably required to protect the occupiers
from injury, namely, ground floor rear bedroom was only accessible from another
bedroom, inadequate fire separation between the rooms and the means of escape was
through another room. Additional electrical appliances in the inner room (microwave
and fridge) aggravating fire safety risk, No fire doors in the kitchen nor in any of the
bedrooms, no heat detector in the kitchen and no smoke detectors in the bedrooms. No
firefighting equipment in the kitchen and there was a washing machine in the rear
garden with the front open to the elements.
g. Failed to comply with regulations in that the common parts were not maintained in
good and clean decorative repair m that there was a large hole in the comer of the
kitchen ceiling, exposing timber and joists.
h. Failed to comply with regulations in that appliances used by two or more
households were in good and safe repair and in clean working order in that the water
closet lid was missing on the ground floor rear addition toilet.
i. Failed to comply with regulations, to keep the garden in a safe and tidy condition, in
that there was an accumulation of rubbish in the rear garden, including a sink,
furniture, floor coverings, rugs, foam from bedding and other redundant items.
There are photographs showing the breaches Ex JP lOA to 13L P132-146.
On 26 July 2016, a letter from the council was sent to Mrs Harsha Shah, stating that
she was in breach of the license conditions and advising her that the property needs to
be licensed as an HMO. EX JP23.P148.
18. On 26 July 2016, a licensing audit condition letter was also sent to Mrs Harsha
Shah. On 28 July 2016, pursuant to S235 Housing Act 2004, a letter was sent toMrs
Harsha Shah and Jaydipkumar Valand (J Valand). In addition letters, on 4 August
2016, pursuant to S16 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous) Provisions Act 1976
were served on Property Hub and Mr Nehal Virani, a director of PH.
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19. Mrs Harsha Shah is said to be in breach of the selective license conditions,
according to Mr Philip, because of the following.
a. Breach of the terms of occupancy. There were 20 tenants, seen during the visit,
none of them had Tenancy Agreements, showing the terms of their occupation of the
property.
b. There were no tenant references, checked for the occupants during the visit.
c. There was no rent book or similar receipt for payments made by any of the tenants
found during the visit.
d. The deposits paid by the tenants were not place in a statutory deposit scheme.
e. Smoke alarms not kept in proper working order.
f. Means of escape from fire not free from obstruction.
g. There were additional habitable rooms not mentioned in the license application, 7
on the application, 11 in fact.
h. No suitable emergency management arrangement in place in the absence of the
license holder.
i. Selective license was not displayed at the property and there were no property
inspection records.
20. On 4 August 2016, an email was received from the Border Agency, listing 11
further occupants of the property not seen during the Brent Council visit.
21. Below is a summary of the responses received to the S16 and S235 notices.
22. a. On 5 August 2016, a letter was received from J. Valand, stating the property
license was not in his name and no documents exist in his name, no other information
was provided. Later on 15 September 2016 in an interview under caution, he admitted
that he collected rent from each tenant and paid it to PH by bank transfer. Ex JP27
P169
23. b. On 8 August 2016, Mrs Harsha Shah responded saying the property was empty,
with no details of a manager or other persons with an interest in the property. The rent
was paid to her. Additionally in response to the S235 notice, she provided the tenancy
agreement from 8 August 2015 until 7 August 2016, which showed her and Ms
Chandni Shah as the Landlords with the tenants as 4 persons with the surname of
Patel. Ex JP28 P179-201. Some Bank Statements in the name of Mrs HP Shah are
provided from P250-255. It appears that a email/letter was also enclosed which is
from PH addressed to the Patel's as tenants, with a copy to H and C Shah, dated 27
July 2016, in which, the author Mr Sachin Gupta, states that PH was never informed
that there were far more people residing at the property than disclosed by the tenancy
agreement. He said that PH was only acting on a rent collection basis, PH never
inspected the property, it was not part of their service. PH was never advised there
was more than one household residing at the property. The Landlords were advised to
have a energy performance certificate and a gas safety certificate, as part of the rent
collection service. PH will no longer as a rent collection agents and further payments
by the tenants should be made to the Landlord's directly. The rent is £2900 monthly.
At P 212 is a list of the services and fee options for Landlords provided by PH.
Council tax records show the Patel's were responsible for council tax until 31 March
2014, Harsha Shah was then registered as responsible from 1 April 2014.
On 5 September 2016, Mrs Harsha Shah wrote
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" As this property was rented out to a family which we were been misinformed by the
estate agent Property Hub, 38 Court Parade, Wembley HAO 3HS as we did not live
continuously in the country and according to our understanding we will not require
HMO license.
We live in India during winter time, we came in emergency on 22 June because of
father in law's health. We were not aware about any issues in the property which was
overcrowded and was sub let. So no necessary measures were taken if it falls under
HMO rules and regulations.
According to my understanding no notices were served to the tenants for eviction by
me or the estate."
24. c. After some delay, the solicitors for PH responded to the S235 notice (Ex JP34
P280) together with various enclosures. In summary, Mr Gupta's position was on 5
October he met Mr Sanjay Shah and Mrs Harsha Shah at his office and was advised
that the Shah family had a number of residential properties and that they wanted PH
to carry out the following administrative services, preparing tenancy agreements,
providing tenancy deposit services, and rent collection.
A fixed fee of £500 per annum was agreed, the agreement was verbal. An e mail
setting out the services was sent to the family on 2 August 2016 of Mr Madhu Shah,
the father of Chandni and husband of Harsha. PH has never secured tenants, never
been to the property nor arranged any maintenance. Sanjay Shah was the first point of
contact if rent was not paid on the due date, otherwise £2900 was sent to the
designated account.
PH were informed the property belonged to Harsha and Chandni Shah but Harsha and
Sanjay Shah would be the first point of contact if there were any issues and they
would deal with all matters concerning inspections, maintenance and fire etc
certificates for the property.
On 27 October 2011, Harsha, Sanjay, and Chandni Shah came to his office with 4
proposed tenants and tenancy agreements were drawn up.
In August 2013, the property became vacant and Mr Sanjay Shah came to the office at
PH with 2 or 3 new tenants together with J. Valand who was described as a friend of
the tenants.
In July 2015, one of the tenants moved out and a revised agreement was provided. PH
only became aware that the property was being used as an unlicensed HMO in July
2016 and then terminated its agreement to provide rent collection services to the
family. After further correspondence, PH provided redacted bank statements Ex JP 35
P435 -465.
25. On 30 August and 1 September 2016, Mr Philip spoke to Mr Mahesh Quirticumar,
the former tenant of the property, who said he was told to move out of the property by
"Jay", who lived at 99 Swinderby Road HaO 4SE, and had not had his deposit
returned to him.
26. On 15 September 2016, Mr Philip visited 99 Swinderby Road and met there J.
Valand and interviewed him under caution. He said, in September 2015, Mr Sanjay
Shah asked him to take over the management of the property because the previous
tenant had moved out. He was told he had an empty house. He was asked to provide
food and manage the property for Mr Sanjay Shah. The beds/bunk beds were already
on the property. J Valand provided breakfast and dinner, there were 25 tenants, 4 paid
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£65 per week, 1 paid £70 per week and the rest paid £60 per week. This amounted to
£1,500 per week, £6500 per month. Rental per year was estimated at £78,000.
27. Mr Philips estimates that on the basis of 36 tenants, if one takes into account the
numbers mentioned by UK Border Patrol, the aimual figure would be £112,320.
J Valand said he paid the agents PH £2900 per month by bank transfer. The remainder
was partly used to pay for utilities and food. He paid Mr Sanjay Shah £850 per 6
months for council tax, last payment in May 2016.
On the day of the visit by the council, he called Mr Sanjay Shah to tell him and
Sanjay Shah said too many people lived at the property and it was not good. He told
him to empty the house in a few days. On 26 or 27 July 2016 the tenants moved out of
the property. On 31 July He returned the house key to Mr Sanjay Shah. Mr Sanjay
Shah also wanted the house cleared so he, J Valand ordered a skip.
J Valand said Sanjay Shah visited the property occasionally, the last time was in May
2016. He was not aware if the property had a license..
28. Mr Philip concludes by stating why he considers the defendants have committed
offences as described above.
29. In a further statement dated 15 November 2016, he exhibits photographs of the
lean to shed. Ex HMJP 39-43.
Cross-examination.
Mr Sanjay Shah.
30. Mr Philip said that PH had to be prompted to reply to the S16 and S235 notices.
31. He was not aware of the email sent to PH by Ms Robson from the LA on 4
December 2016, saying that the LA was no longer seeking to prosecute PH. He did
not know if the LA used PH to obtain emergency accommodation.
32. In relation to the visit, by his colleague to the property in September 2014, an
agent from PH was present. He understood the landlord could not be present and
asked for PH to be present.
33. He confirmed that he had read Sachin Gupta's statement.
34. The tenants of the property did not know the landlord, just the man called Jay.
35. Mr Philip's statement was not disputed. Mr Quirticumar said in his statement that
Jay Patel came to the property on 27 July and said the tenants had to move out, he was
moved to 14 Bassingham Road, the witness did not know who owned or managed it.
36. He agreed that initially PH did not provide their bank statements, when they did
they were redacted but he had said this was in order.
37. He was not aware of any relationship between J Valand and PH.
38. He did not interview Sanjay Shah, because he considered that he had enough
information to prosecute him.
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39. He knew that PH "managed "several properties for the Shah family. He could not
say if PH charged the tenants.
40. He did not look at J. Valand's bank statements, although he knew that he
transferred money to PH. The property was generating far more money than was sent
to PH. J. Valand said that he spent £3500 per month on food and utilities and paid
£850 per 6 months to Sanjay Shah to pay the council tax.
Mrs Harsha and Ms Chandni Shah.
41. The witness agreed that only J. Valand was interviewed under caution although
Harsha Shah did ask to be interviewed.
42. At P282, Ex JP34, the lawyer's for PH said the agreement between PH and the
Shah was the basic package and was a verbal agreement only.
43. He did not ask J. Valand about J Tiffin services. J. Valand said he was told by S.
Shah to collect the rent from the tenants. J Tiffin services is on the bank statements
provided by PH as the payer of the rent to PH.
Mr Sachin Gupta.
44. Mr Gupta adopted his statement dated 12 January 2017.
45. He said that PH had began as an estate agency and letting agent in 2008. They
now have 2 sites. He is a manager in the company and mainly deals with landlords.
Their sister company is Travel Hub (TH) and he came to know the Shah family
through TH. He knew that they had several properties. He was told by them they had
purchased 1 Napier Road. The agreement was PH would provide tenancy agreements,
collect the rent and from time to time deal with the service of notices. There was no
agreement to manage the property.
46. There was a meeting at the office of PH in October 2011, Sanjay, Harsha and
Chandni Shah were present. If there had been a management contract, it would have
involved, inspections, rent negotiations, LA licensing, repairs, safety issues and no of
electrical appliances. The fee was fixed at £500 per annum, a management contract
would cost far more, at least 5% of the rent. The role of PH never changed.
47. The other 12 to 14 properties were divided within the family. The family said they
had their own handymen, electricians and plumbers. Their own people would obtain
electrical and gas safety certificates. They said that they had their own team.
48. The first tenants were introduced by the family, the Patel's who signed tenancy
agreements at PH on 26 October 2011. When the tenancy came to an end, he was
informed by Sanjay Shah. He held onto the deposit because Sanjay Shah said there
were outstanding issues, the money was released to Sanjay Shah's personal account in
March 2014.
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J. Valand was introduced by Sanjay Shah to Mr Gupta in August 2013 as a friend of
the new tenants. He was a point of contact. The second set of tenants came to sign the
contracts with Sanjay Shah and J. Valand in Ahgust 2013. £2900 was the agreed rent
per month. The money was sent to PH's account and transferred to Harsha and
Chandni Shah's account.
49. A third agreement was signed in July 2015 as one of the tenants left. Mr Gupta
said he had no knowledge of the people living at the property and never visited the
property. He never introduced any of the tenants.
He said that he visited the property once at the beginning, but never again even
though he passed the property every day.
50. In July 2016, he received a call from the press and then searched the internet and
learnt the property was being used as an HMO. PH never had a key to the property
and were never contacted by the tenants.
51. Shivani is the daughter of Sanjay Shah and she sent PH the gas safety certificates.
Sanjay Shah wanted PH to keep the certificates but PH did not obtain them.
52. P 494 is the first invoice to H and C Shah, then P's 496 and 497 the second and
third.
53. P500 is the email to the Shah family dated 28 July 2016, sent by Mr Gupta when
he realize what had been going on, he said it came as a massive shock. He said their
administrative services had been abused and he closed all business with the Shah
family.
54. At P 212 is the "Flyer" setting out their fees, with the basic administrative role
there was no written contract, if there was a management role there would be a written
contract to clarify their responsibilities. Sanjay Shah took this "Flyer" from their
office when PH ceased business with the Shah family.
55. Mr Gupta was not aware a selective license had been obtained in the name of
Harsha Shah, he had no day to day contact with Harsha Shah or Chandni Shah.
Cross examination.
Mrs Harsha and Ms Chandni Shah.
56. Mr Gupta said that PH also dealt widi other properties owned by the Shah family,
this property was the first. Payment did not include finding tenants, this would
involve a different charge. He would have to check about other properties. The
agreement was verbal.
57. He believed the Shah family dealt with other agencies.
58. Although PH kept landlords aware of changing legislation, PH did not visit the
properties.
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59. Asked about the visit to the property on 9 September 2014 by the LA, Mr Gupta
said. Sanjay Shah asked them to assist and he thought that PH probably sent
someone. This was goodwill, a favor. If they had a management role, PH would
record the visit. He did not recall the incident specifically, S Shah used to call PH
frequently.
60. He was shown Def Ex F. The email was sent after the visit by the LA in July
2016.
61. Def Ex G. Mr Gupta said that he did not recognize this invoice, he did not sign it
and it is undated. He said maybe PH did this work at the beginning to help out.
62. Def Ex L. This is an eviction notice that PH assisted with in respect of another
family member and another property. This was a favor.
63. He did drive past the property every day when PH was located in Napier Road,
until 2012/3.
64. He said he met J. Valand through Sanjay Shah and had no business relationship
with him. He did not know the name of his company. He did not realize that the rental
payment for the property came via a J. Valand account The rent should have been
paid by the tenants, it was too difficult to know if they paid durectly. He said that he
had no coimection with J. Valand.
65. He was asked about 38 Eagle Road, owned by Divia Patel. There were illegal
tenants and regular visits by J. Valand. It was put that she complained to Mr Gupta, he
said he had no recollection of this.
66. He had no knowledge of J. Valand placing tenants into 4 Talbot Road. He said the
landlord Harsha Kumar Shah was a client but wanted to deal directly with the tenants.
67. 5a Bowrens House, asked about this property he said, PH came to know the tenant
was paying rent to J. Valand and he was making money out of the rent. There were a
lot of problems and notice was served on the tenants.
68. P39. A credit check of prospective tenants for the Shah family, Mr Gupta said the
tenants may have filled this form in online or a PH employee, he had no knowledge.
He denied moving tenants around properties.
69. Put to him that J. Valand had connections with three properties "managed "by PH,
he said J. Valand is trying to connect himself with PH which was untrue.
70. At the first meeting in 2011, he denied saying to Harsha or Chandni Shah, that the
property was safe with him and PH would manage it. He was told Sanjay Shah would
be the first point of contact.
Mr Sanjay Shah.
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71. Mr Gupta said the Shah family mentioned he would look after all their properties
in due course. He said there was no tenant finding services for 1 Napier Road, he was
not sure about the other properties.
72. He was referred to the solicitor's letter and said if he did any work for the Shah
family as a favour, it would be his choice and not PH.
73. He said he did not do credit checks, if an employee of PH did a credit check, they
may not know it was for a prospective tenant of 1 Napier Road.
74. He denied calling Nicola Young of 3 Morryer Close on 19 November 2016 at
2.45pm. He denied calling several tenants asking them not to give evidence.
75. He accepted PH was late in responding to the LA S16 requisition and PH did not
respond to the S235 notice. He did not know why PH had not originally provided
bank statements on request.
76. He said J. Valand had not told him what he said in uiterview. He later checked and
saw "Jaytif T/as F services" paid in rents on behalf of other tenants. He had no
knowledge of the invoice at P64 of the defence bundle.
77. The old PH office was at 38 Napier Road, Travel Hub is still there and he goes 1
or 2 times per week. He did not hear about the arrest of 7 people on 1 July 2016. He
did not notice or become aware, before the LA visit, that numerous people were
occupying the property. He heard a news report
78. He was referred to the letter he wrote (P425) dated 27 July 2016 and said he may
have wrote the letter, the same day he heard the news report. He did not go to the
property.
79. He did call Sanjay Shah about his assertion that PH managed the property. He met
him a few days later, not much was said, he did not want to have any further business
dealings with him.
80. The above letter was meant to clarify issues and not a cynical attempt to set out
the position of PH. He did send an email to the Shah family the following day
(P500), because the blame was being placed on PH. He was definitely not told about
the selective license.
81. He could not recall why some invoices had VAT and some not. He denied the
billing was slapdash.
82. Sanjay Shah asked PH to keep the safety certificates. Mr Gupta did send him
reminders, the arrangement was administrative services only but he would assist and
not charge any extra. He may have found tenants for other Shah properties because he
tries to go "an extra mile" for clients.
83. Sanjay Shah wanted rent protection insurance for the properties, and some of them
were in the name of PH.
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84. He never met Mr Quirticumar and did not meet J Valand before August 2013.
Mr Jaydipkumar Valand.
85. He confirmed that he was interviewed under caution at the council office by Mr
Philip on 15 September 2016, with regard to his role in relation to 1 Napier Road.
86. He said that he regarded Sanjay Shah as his boss and he had a low level role in the
day to day management of the property. He did not know who owned the property,
did not know Harsha or Chandni Shah or that there was a selective license.
Cross examination.
Mr Sanjay Shah.
87. He said he provided "Tiffin Services" which was food for the tenants and
Tiffservices was a name he put on his bank account. He denied that he managed other
properties, on behalf of PH. He knew Mr Gupta from the time he was involved with 1
Napier Road.
88. He was referred to the statements of the tenants and said they thought he was the
landlord, they did not know who the owner was. Sanjay Shah came to the property in
May 2016 but did not speak to the tenants, it concerned a repair issue. Sanjay Shah
had previously come to the property to sort out the boiler. Either he or a workman
would do the repairs.
89. He does find tenants for landlords. Tenants pay him rent and he pays the landlord
or letting agents.
90. He did provide food for tenants at 38 Eagle Road as he was asked to by the
landlord. The letting agent was PH.
91. After first denying it, he agreed that he first met Mr Gupta in August 2013, when
he went with Sanjay Shah and the Patel's for a tenancy agreement to be signed. This
was after the first tenants left.
92. He said his response to the S235 request was written by his lawyer (P169). He
agreed that he did not make full disclosure.
93. He denied having any business connection with Mr Gupta and denied making
money from sub letting properties with Mr Gupta. He denied taking deposits from the
tenants. His contact with Mr Gupta was as a result of meeting Sanjay Shah.
94. He said he initially just provided food at the property but after the Patels left in
February 2015, he took over the management.
95. It was put to him that 25 people paying £60 per week was £1500 per week and
£78000 per annum so someone was making a lot of money. £2900 was paid per
month to PH which left about £3500 not accovmted for. He said the rooms were not
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always filled and he paid Sanjay Shah money for council tax, £850 per 6 months in
cash.
Mrs Harsha and Ms Chandni Shah.
96. He did move the tenants out of the property in July 2016.
97. He was shown a picture of a PH for sale sign outside the property on 28 July 2016
but could not comment on it. He did not give the tenants a reason. He had informed
Sanjay Shah of the visit by the LA and he said we had to get the tenants out of the
property. He also told PH.
Mr Siddiqui. Immigration Officer.
98. His statement dated 12 January 2017, describes the visit to the property, under the
authority of an Immigration Act warrant. 18 persons were found on the ground floor
and 7 males were arrested for immigration offences. They lacked the resources to
investigate the persons on the first floor. He described the conditions as the worst he
had seen for a house in multiple occupation.
Mahesh Quirticumar.
99. His statement dated 11 January was read to the court, he had been a tenant at the
property. He said 34/35 persons lived at the property. Jay Patel, who is J. Valand,
moved them out on 27 July 2016, no reason was given. He was moved to 14
Bassingham Road, 3 others went with him. He paid £200 rent per month and paid J
Valand £180 deposit which he had not got back. He described two men who
sometimes came with J Valand to the property.

The Defence Case.
Mr Sanjay Shah.
100. He live at 45 Eagle Road, he has no convictions. His sister in law is Harsha
Shah, his neice is Chandni Shad and Shivani is his daughter.
101. Chandni lives and works hi India, and Harsha Shah is often in India.
102. The Shah family own 12 properties which are let out to tenants. They bought
travel tickets fron Travel Hub and PH was set up later. The first property PH managed
was 78 District Road, 1 Napier Road was the second. By 2014, PH was managing 8 to
10 of their properties.
103. In October 2011, he and Harsha and Chandni met Mr Gupta. Mr Gupta said he
would look after the properties very well, they would have a business relationship. In
particular he said, he would look after the property because Chandni would be out of
the country. As far as he was concerned looking after meant the whole property, there
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